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It is a great honor and pleasure to have been lnvited to qive the second

Aurelio Peccei Memorial Lecture. We all owe him a great debt of qratitude.

He has shown USr through his personal example, that even in this complex

and often sceptical world, one man can make a dj.fference. The scale of the

difference bears testimony to the depth of his eommitment and eoncerns, as

well as to the unflagqing enthusiasm with which he pursued his qoaI.

The topic I will be diseussing

final years. I am sure that it

many more yeais to come.

very much reflects Aurelio's concern. in his

will continue to occupy the human agenda for
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G0I,/ERNANCI IN THi GLBBAL fu-YIRCiil"ifNI

by Soedjat:iroko

The governance oF the international system resi.des, in Formal terrns, in a

collection of aqreements and institutj.ons enterecj into by the governments of
nation-states. Some see the proliferation of sueh agreemeng and insti-tutions
slow1y chj-pping away at the prevailirrg anarchy of the s,vstem, perhaps leading
to the emerqence oF some kind of world qovernment. But I would lj.ke to make

elear at the outset that when I speak about international governance I am not
speaking about international governrnent. Indeed, one of the elements of the
argument I wi]L set out is the limited roie that national governments per se

are capable of performing in the qovernance of the international system.

By gcvernance, I mean to encompass the aggregate of forces, systems,
institutions, movements, confj.icts and accomodations pX which human beinqs
cooperate and complete. Frameworks of human interaction as diverse as

financial markets, armed conflicts, transnational corporations, international
organizations, mass miqration, druq traffickinq, resource reqimes, reliqious
movements and intergovermental neqot iations all fall within the realm of
governance.

The institutions and arrangements through which national qovernments attempt
to manage such complex phenomena were devised, for most part, in the immediate
aftermath of World War II. The world today is so fundament-a1ly different from

the world of 1945 that the obsolescence of the post-war institutions can

scarcely come as a surprise. The population of the globe has more than
doubled, with by far the largest share of growth o""r.tng in the southern
hemisphere. The achievement of decolonization has rewritten the politicat map
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and multi-plied the number of actors in the state system and coened a channel
for the expression of the aspirations oi the third wor1d. There has been a

revoiution of mobi-lity and cornmunication, so that the problems and conflicts
of one group of people can no longer be confined to one corner of the qlobe.
The interneti.onal divj.sion of labour has changed radically and disruptively,
but in the process of doing so has contributed tc an explosion of human

productivity that has put undreamed-of affluence within the reach oF hundrerJs

of millions of people. Ihe new affluence has heightened the a',yareness and the
insupportability of absolute poverty, which has also qrown with human numbers.

The rise in production to meet human needs and desires has ereated problems

of waster pollution and resource abuse on a qlobal scaIe. The extention of
humankindrs prowess in penetrating hitherto j-naccessi.ble realms The deep

seas, outer space, the most hostile deserts, mountains and frozen wastes
has removed buffers and neutral areas that once served to cushion and

dissipate hostilities. The exponential growth of destluctive powet, and its
coneentration in weapons systems that are smal1, powerful, portable and easily
obtainable has magnified the difficulties of keeping the peace. Ihe develop-
ment of two vast arsenals of nuclear wgapons 1"" not only given the super-
powers the ability to eradj.cate human civifzat ion, but has also changed

fundamentally the nature of international polities, with possession of nuclear
weapons seen as the entry-eard to qreat power status.

Fhe current pace of demogr$r", eeonomic and technoloqical change is such that
the next,40 years promise to be as, if not more, volatile than the 1ast. Any

rf
new instutions or arrangements for j.nternati.onal governance that are devised
now may also be seen as obsolete j.n 40 years -- or even by the time they are
in p1ace. No single group of policy-makers has the capacity to marshall all
the facts, understand all the alternati.ves, predict all the reactions to or
antieipate all the interpretations of an action. This fact argues for maximum

flexibility, the widest possible consultation, and a large degree of humility
in framing new instruments of governance.

-i
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Apart from it s volat i L it v , t he major char;rct erj-st rc of the int einat ional
s-vstem is its complexity. Reactir;n to tl'rls complexity is very often a tendency
toward reducti.oni.sm cne of, the most serious manifestat ions of whicn is
perhaps the ficti.on that the onlv- actors of eonsequenee j-n the interna'uional
system are governments of nation-states. Even the term international reveals
thj.s bias. 0ne miqht more accurately use the term g1obal or trans-national,
to describe the forces that drive i,ndivi.dual and collective human interaction.

Today, there are a multiplicily of actors capable of makinq their presenee
felt in international relations. These actors exist at both lower and higher
levels of agqregation that the nation-state. It has been amply rjemonstrated
in recent years how powerful an impaet ean be made at the reqional and even
giobal level by very small groups of people accountable to no-one but
themselves : for example, terrorists, arms dealers r or cirug smuqqlers,
operati.ng on the marqin of the state system, but also'financial speculators.
Uncrganized masses of people acting unconeiously in concert have similarly
profound effects on the ecosystem and economies they inhabit. Individual
deeisions such as whether to have another child, cut down a tree, open an

overseas bank .accountr or move from the .country to the city, aqqregate
themselves into major societal trends.

Accelerated social change in the Third World has put their politieal system;.
irrespective of their ideological orientation under qreat stress. The dimen-
sions of soeial change inelude the demographic, comprisinq population growth,
chanqing age struct ures and populat ion movements sueh as rural-to-urban
migration, transmigration, immiqration and emi-gration. The resouree dimension
continues to command attention as deterioration resultinq from the pressure
of'human numbers, maldistribution of resources and unsuitable techni.ques of
production threatens to reach various points oF no return. Ihe qrowinq
incidence of unemployment, underemployment and consequent underconsumption

coincides with the cont inuous importat ion oF labour-saving technologies.

t
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That the nation-states of Asia have been unable satisfaetorily to deal with
the negative manj.festations of aceelerated change is evident in the persistent
and intensifying problems of contemporary Asian societies. Ihe frustration
and despair of many of the young, the rise of urban criminality, wi,despread

eorrupt ion, the growing resort to violence in all sectors of society
(including the government), and above all the inability to arrest the spread

of poverty engender a deep sense of malaise.

A serious erosi-on of Lhe leqi.timacy of the state and the creditability of the
prevailing political s,vstem, i,s both a eause ancj a eonsequence of the above

trends. The filst justi.fication of the modern state was national liberation,
the achievement of independence - ofr in the rare case of the uncolonized
country, the defenee of national independence. The second justification was

development, the achievement of a level of hvinq that would permit people to
realize their potential.

In many ways, both national liberation and development are now seen to have

failed, or at least to have been severely compromised. With economic policy
dictated by the international eredj.tors and economic performanee in the grip
of commodity markets and eurrency exchanges, with the room for political
maneuver severely eonstraj-ned by the reqional interests of larger powers, with
the people beeominq more familiar with the cartoon eharaeters of the West that
with the figures of the myths and legends of their own cultures, the sense of
autonomy that national independence was assumed to brinq has faded.

Agqravated income drsparities amonq classes, ethnic qroups or reqions seems to
be a persistent accompanirnent to development. The irnpaet of comi'nunications

technoJ,ogies links all the secticns of natrrrnaL pooulations, whether in
conflict or r:o-existence, more closely than ever before.

; l
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The great inteqrat ive irjeoloqies thef inrpeiled the polii ical movements of the
early part of the twentieth centur,v'have lcst their powei to inspire, ancj no

new ones have ari.sen to take their p1ace. Yet the qicund for poiitical
radicalization, born of the earlier-rnentioned failures, rernains extremely
fertile. In combination, the two have meant a ri.se of protest movernents with
a deep convi-ct ion that the present system is unacceptable, but without a

positive vision of the future on which they can build a proqramme capabJe of
inspiring, convincinq and building bridges to others.

Some groups faced with this dilemma have become violent and nihilisti.c,
content to work on the destruction of the current system while leaving aside
the question of what to put in its pIace. 0thers have delved back into the
primary loyalties of reli,gion, ethnicity, or race in an attempt to rediscover
a meaninqf,ul source of social coherence and public morality. 0thers have
plunged into progressive grass-roots aetivism, generating new soeial movernents

disassoeiated from the offi-cj.a1 political parti.es or formal politi.eal struc-
tures and quite uninterested in developing links with then. A11 of these
forms of response are manifestations of a hiqher 1eve1 of political coneious-
ness among the poor and margi,nalized el"ements of soeiety. They have qiven
rise to new actors on the national scene who will both complicate and enrich
the process of political development. Io iqnore their urqe to be heard, to
influence and participate in national development would be to squander a

potential source of soeial and politi.cal enerqy and to create explosive new

tensions within the polity.

Many sueh qroups fundamentally reject 'rmodernization", along with the qoals
and the means of development, both as proeesses that have failed to deliver on

the promise of a better life for the many, and as processes directed toward
the achievement of a concept of "the good 1ife" that is at variance with the
moral constructs of traditions and cultures in the Third Wor1d. Yet many of
the traditional expressions of these norms and values - have lost much of
their relevanee in the greatly changed circumstances of life in the late
twentieth century.

a

a
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At the other end of the speetrum, the freedom of action of national qovern-
ments is constrained by the decisi.ons and requirements cF supra-aational
institutions and forces. These include institions such- as the lntebnational
Monetary Fund,- organizati-ons such as the Euro - Cot***tt**,.r'e4pean tc6domiT and the lJnited
Nations, and Corporations such as Toshiba, fiat or Citibank, as well as more

diffuse forces such as currency and commocii-ty markets, religious mcvements,

the international communications media, and expatriate populations. The

governments of indivi.dual countries, e1ear1y, have very limited control
though they often have considerable influence over either subnational or
transnat ional processes. Moreover , qovernmental freedem of act ion is also
constrained by an ever-tightening noose of environmental phenomena such as air
and water pollution, cli.matic change, soil erosion and qeologi.cal instability.

E

The bedrock of the contemporary internationai system is the principle of state
sovereiqnty. But increasingly, state sovereignty is being revealed as a

myth. 0f course this has always been true that, as George 0rwe11 miqht sayr
some states are more sovereign than others. But the myth of sovereiqnty has

been, until fairly recently, a useful one, deliierately adopted to blunt the
edge of brute force and constrain the exercise of coercive power. Certainly
for the new nations i-n the Third World sovereiqnty is the expression of their
right to self determination and identity, and their most powerful weapon in
protecting their rights and to secure their rightful place in the world.
Sovereignty therefore is sti11 a valuable and necessary funetion. However,

the funetional integration of the globa1 economy has for many Thi-rd WorId

eountries redueed the scope of autonomous decisionmakinq at the national
leve1, to the point where the content of nat ional independence must be

seriously quest ioned.
t

I
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Ihe rnyth of state soverei,qnLy also encouraqes a tendency to,nrard unilateralism,
an unrealistic belj-ef that the problems ccnfrontinq a country can and perhaps

should be dealt with by the qovernment of that country actinq indepencently.
This fosters an l1lution which is at best futile and at worse danqerous
that certai.n values whi.ch are in fact indivisible can be divided up into
pi,eces corresponding to the size and shape of particular nation-states.
Security, prosperity, the integri.ty of the environrnent are no lonqer within
the qrasp oF an,v single state, even the most powerful. Each nat ion is
i-ntimately bound to its adversaries as well as its friends bv a common

vulnerabili.ty.

I would like to dweL1, for a few moments, on the nature of our common vulnera-
bility, for it is scnething new in our era. Ihe restrictions that it imposes
on the behaviour of qovernments and other actors set the parameters of inter_
national governanc3. The three spheres that I have mentioned -- security, the
economy and the enviionment -- provide some of the clearest illustrations.

War between the most powerful, nuclear-armed states has utterly lost its
usefulness as a way of resolving disputes or achieving policy objectives.
It can only be expected to lead to rhutual. annihilat ion. Geopolit ics has

been chanqed, radically and permanently, not only by the technoloqy of nucLear
explosives but by what Daniel Deudney has called the "Transparency Revolu-
tion'r: the advances in communj.cations and transportation teehnologies that
have abol ished the qeographicaJ. front-line or rear-guard as meaninqful
military concepts. Today, the global commons -- the ocean and the atmosphere

are thorouhghl.y mj.litarized. Rather than servj.ng as projective barriers
or buffers, they are the fluid suspension media for a g1oba1 war-makinq
capacity against which there is no realist ic defence. Security for the
superpowers is no lonqer divisible, and it rests on the ability to avoid war

rather than the ability to defend against attack. The non-superpowers are
also implicated in thi,s imperative, since they would suffer equally from the
destruction oF civilization and possibly permanent damage to the planet's
ability to support life



it is rel"at ively eas;v f 6 make the argument for common securit,v in the nur:lear

sphere, though it is by no rneans universally acknowledqed. But conventional

war, too, i"n recent years hast lost much oi its effect iveness and its
legitimacy as a method of pursuinq national interests. The spoils of war are

no longer seen as the just deserts of the victor. For example, the lsreali
annexation of the West Bank and Gaza after the victory in 1967 tn a war which

it did not even start, i-s not recognized as legitimate aven after 20 years.

Li-bya has twice won the Aouzuo strip from Chad but sti11 is not its acknow-

ledged master. Vietnam's eonquest of Cambodia remains a bone of csntention,
even thouqh much of the world was relieved to see the Khmer Rouge dislodqed

from power.

The reLuetance of the internati,onal community to aceept a military victory as

the decisive outcome of a conflict has reduced the effecti.veness of war as an

instrument of policy. Development j.n military technoloqy have hai the same

effect. HighIy sophisticated, powerful, portabJ.e weapons are easiil =vailab1e
on the open market, making it extremely difficult to put an end to reslstance
by military means. It takes only a handful. of people to do qreat danaqe to a

nationrs infrastructure and tranquility", "n9 only a modest amcunt of money

from an interested bystander to equip them. Ihe seemingly interminable
conflicts in Angola and Mozambi.que, Afghanistan, The Philippines, Sri Lanka,

Central America and The l,lidd1e East all bear witness to this. Not only is it
easy and cheap to keep a conflict going; It is also easy for a smal1 but

determined force to inflict disproportionate damage to conventional- mi.litary
forces which tend to present large and concentrated targets vuLnerable even to
rather unsophisticated weapons, such as a mine or a car bomb. The picture of
the mightiest navies in the world drawn into the GuIf and then thrown i,nto

disarray by small unj.ts of speedboats, laying mines by hand and firinq machine

quns or shoulder-Iaunched rockets must be a sobreing one for military
strategists.

o
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The cieclinirrq utili-ty of arrned force as a method of attaining securi-ty forces
us to look for aLternative methoCs. I am not cne to dream of an end to con-
flict amonq nations and peoples. Competition and conflict are normal states
of affairs among states as among corporations or indeed members of a family.
What is needed is greater reli,ance on methods of resolving, or at least
managinq, eonflicts that are less destructlve of the interests of the parties
involved and the interests of the bystanders. It is, in other words, time to
reverse the classic formulation that rrWar is Di-plomaey by 0ther Means', and

resuscitate the art of diplomacy. It might be qrore preci.se to say that we

need to reinvent the art of tJiplomacy, for the issues, instrumentalities and

dynamics of foreiqn poliey have changed so throughly that time-honoured trarJi-
tj.ons of di.plomacy may require major overhauls. Certainly, the application of
sheer power to eounter threats to security has shown itself to be costly,
frustratinq and, frequentl,v, self-defeating. fconomic security is perhaps
even more elusive than military seeurity. The q1cbal economy today functions
as a single unit. Small- and middle-sized counti:-es especially are subject to
economic forces over which they can exert little cr no oontrol, and which play
themselves out in distant, anonymous financiel, centres. The collapse of
commodity prices in the past fifteen years was in large part the result of
recession in the industriali-zed countries, compounded by advances in synthetic
materials, technology and, ironically, by overproduction as third world
countries desperate for foreign exchanqe tried to export more and more to make

up for falling prices. International eaprtal. markets shift huqe sums of money

around the world on electronic impulse, affecting the exehanqe rates, credit
worthiness and interest payments of sovereign borrowers. The governments of
the five, or seven, or ten larqest market economies have been compelled to
cooperate in order to moderate the violent fluctuations in some capital
currency markets, but their pr:1icy coordination remains fairly superficial. I
don.rt have to remind you of the recent stockmarketerash to make this point.
They have yet to come to terms with the need for deep intrusion into domestic
economic preroqatives. Nor have other actors, such as banks, corporations and

members of stock exchanges, accepted the need for self-requlation in the
inte'rests of the stability and prosperity of the system as a whole. Until
they do sor they invite the interventi.on of the state, howeverr limited and

imperfect its power to control may be.

{
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However, the alienation resulting from economic stagnation may have positive
effects in some situations. It may persuade people to throw their support
behind an opposition that does have a positive alterpative to offer, even
though the measure may be unpalatable in the short run. 1t may particularly
persuade the professional and middle classes, who often have a bias for the
status QUor that their interests 1ie with change, in common eause with the
poorer seetions of society. Redemocratization in Southern Europe, Latin
America and The Phi.lippines was clearly given impetus by the economic failures
of authoritarian regimes. Whether the political reformers will be able to
better the economic reeord of their predecessors remains, in several cases, to
be seen. Even the highest standards of economic manaqement will not protect
newly democratized countries -- or any others -- from the degradations of low
export prices for commodities, high interest rates, the dryinq-up of
commereial lending, protectionism in the major importing countries and

speculative transfers of potential investment funds.

The domestic impact of globa1 economic forces rnay contribute to the erosj.on of
the perceived legitimacy of the state. The state is expected to defend and

advance the material well being of the eitizenry. When i,t is seen to fail in
thi-s task, the state comes under criticism or even attack from the growinq
masses of people who are progressively alienated from a state that is unable

or unwi.lling to provide them with opportunities to sustain or better
their economic condition. In some countries, a pattern of instability has

been established as sqrccessive governments, equally powerless to control the
economyr fal1. 0pposition may well turn to violenee, or provoke it as a

particular regime clings to power in the face of economic failure.
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0ur common vulnerabiJ.i.ty j-s perhacs most graphically illustrated on a daily
basis in our physical surroundings the qlobal environment. 1^/e are
learning, as the science of ecoloqy develops, to reqard our planet as an

organism, and to understand how delicately balanced some oF its resource
systems are. We know that the origi-n of acid rain, which has reduced lakes in
Nothern furope and the Northern Unj-ted States to crystal-clear deserts, lies
in the burning of fossil fuels. We are fairly certain that the use of
fluorocarbons threatens the ozone 1ayer. We have qood reason to suspect that
the'build-up of earbon dioxide from eombustion of organic anC fossil fuels may

warm the atmosphere enough to melt the polar icecaps sufficiently to flood
many heavily-populated, 1ow-1ying areas. We understand much less about the
general dynamics of the qlobal climate and the way it may be affected by, for
example, deforestation and desertif,ication but we know enough to realize
that we may be approaehing certain points or irreversibility.

The fate of the g1obal €nvironment and the disposition of resources lies, not
only in the hands of governments, international organizations and coporations.
but in the hands of hundreds of milli.ons of people who face constraints in
their daiJ,y lives that not one of us here faces. Many of us probab}y have
qreat difficulty even in imaqining them.' I'am talkinq of the poor peasants

whose land-use decisions, made under the most cruelly limiting circumstanees,
will determine the future of forests and watersheds, and thereby the
productive potential of entire regions. Ihese hundreds of millions are

decision-makers as surely as are the timber barons or cattle ranchers, though

the latter are both more destructive and less constrained in the ehoices they

make.

The kind of problems encountered in the spheres of security, the economy, and

the-environment illustrate the problems of international qovernance, that is,
the governance of complex systems characterized by lack of control, lack of
aecountabilityandgreatuncertaintyaboutoutcomes.,ffiAure]ioPeccei,

. 
near the end of his life lamented "The

Absolute Ungovernability of society as presently orqanized Despite the

system-1ike nature of humankind's qlobal body, no political philosophy or

institutions have been evolved to ensure its qovernance".

\.-
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The problems of international governance seen as a systemic need, as opposed

to the simpler notion of qoverning relations between national qovernments, are

especially di-ffi.cult when it comes to deaLing with long-term issues and

non-territorial issues. There is no constituency for the future, particularly
the more distant future, beyond the lives or our own children or grand-

children. Today, we builcJ nothinq that is the equivalent of the medieval

cathedrals, built to last for a thousand years and more. Shortrun considera-

tions -- generally as short as a term of office -- dominate national political
considerations. And domestic politi.cal cycles are generally out of phase

with g1oba1 needs whether they be a consistent approach to multilateral
negotiations, a decades-long plan for environmental recovery, or a qradual

phasing out. of nuclear weapons.

If constituencies for lonq-term issues are weak, so ?re constituencies
concerns beyond national borders. This j-s true despite the realiti-es
interdependece, which have blurred the demarcation between domestic

foreign-policy issues.

for
of

and

One increasi-ng1y important example of the interpenetration of domestic and

international problems -- of whi-ch there are of course many is posed by

the qrowing seale of population movements between cr:untries. They are the

result of contifnued and even worseninq di-sparities in livinqstandards and

economic growthrates, of deterioration of the environment or of security, and

of gross disparities in rates of population growth.



To take one exampl_e, many people feel that the probabi I itY
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This trend confronts many of the af,fluent industrialized countries with three

options.One is to review the flaqging inlernational development effort. The

second is to a11ow the free movement of people across nat ional boundaries as

is i.nlarge measure already the case with the free movement of capital. The

thircl opti-on would be to aceept the inevitability of multi-ethnic societies,

and to develop calibrated policies relatinq the scale of intake to improved

absorption and integration policies that would help reduce the likelihood of

racial or ethnic conflicts. Ihe urqency of choice is obvious. However the

absence of political wi1I, the weakness of national and international

constitueneies, as well as the lack of an aqreed analysis that eould form the

basis for a collective approach, are equally obvious.

The problems of poj.icy-making on a globaI scale for long-term and non-terri-
torial issues are therefore not just political. Ihere is qenuine scientifi-e
uncertainty about the consequences of decisions taken,and implemented today,

and disagreement about the implications of the uncertain \"fif serious

accidents at nuclear power plants cs large and outweighs any possible

advantage, given the availabi.lity of safer alternatives. 0ther believe that

the probability is low enough to justify the benefits, and doubt the viability
of the alternatives on either technical or economic grounds.

In addition, many of the issues that have to be addressed 1ie at the inter-
secti.on of traditional diseiplines and Fields of study: security and develop-

mentl environmentT and human settlement; hunger and poverty; climate and

human modifieati.on of the environment I interdependence and autonomy; and

science, teehnology, economic growth, employment and culture. As these

interfaces are approached, it becomes obvious that often the basic conceptual

tools for dealing with them are i-nadequate. The work that needs to be done

will have to go beyond sectoral approaehes, area studies and even interdisci-
plinarity, to find new modes of analysis for dealinq with complex realities.
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This holds for universities as well as governments, if we are to understand --
and act upon our understanding the complexities of simultaneous social,
economie r Folitical, technoloqical and cultural chanqe in each of our

eountries, and their refleet ion on the internat ional system. For the

turbulence in the international system cannot be separated from these profound

and rapid changes at the nat ional level

What lessons can be drawn from this necessarily cursory sketch?. Ihere is in

the governance of interdependence an obvious need for institutions at national

and international leveIs, capable of mediating between long-term ecologiealt

security and economie needs and values on the one hand and those resulting

from the shorter-rrpr cVcles of domestic politics; between t.he conciliation or

adjudication of co{ticting interests as ftsently perceived and the unexpressed

interests of f,uture generationsl between national interests and of those of
the human communlty as a whole.

The fundamental question eonfronting many Third World societies is how they

can recover, preserve and enhance theii capacities to respond creatively and

authentically to rapid chanqe, without either giving themselves up to or

closing themselves off from external influences. How can they seleet what is
useful and compatible with society's goals and reject what is destructive

without relying on a rigid, authoritarian bureaucraey that squeeze$ rather

than enlarges the spaces for freedom? A public philosophy, a civic culture

based upon endogenous moral and ethical traditions and more inclusive poli-
tical proeesses are a necessary startinq point for meeting this challenge.
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Another lesson is that a crowded, multivaried, competitive and interdependent

wcrl-dcommunity, itself in rapid change, cannot afford to depend on a single
q1obal system for its governance. It will have to rely on a plethora of inter-
governmental as weIl as non-governrnental institutions, regimes as well as

formal and less formal arrangements. The qrowing awareness of this need is
very much reflected in the rapid increase in the number of both inter-
governmental and nongovernmental organisations, withi-n as well as without the

UN family.

At the national, domestic level it is not primarily the qovernment that
determines the resilience of a society but the strenqth of its civic eulture,
the vigor and mutual tolerance of its civie, educational and reliqious
institutions, as weLl as the vitality of the famiJ.y. Likewise at the inter-
nat ional level , it is the dynamism of the transnational nongovernment al
organisations that determines the strength and cohesion of the worldcommunity

and its commitment to the values of human solidarity and human rights.

In addition, the fact that many process6s of, change and the actors in it, have

come to lie increasingly outside the control of governments, inevitably puts

limits on the effectiveness of intergovernmentaL organi.sations. Ihe creation
of nongovernmental organisations in those areas where qovernments have only

limited influence, capable of policing themselves -- and this includes

professional organisations and institutions, commercial and financial asso-

ciations, civic groups as welL as adhoc independent studycommisions is
therefore indispensable for effective multilateral action.
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l"luch of this is already happening, but not at the pace and with the determina-

tion that the urgency wi.th which g1oba1 problems are pressing ip on us, would

requi-re. Over and beyond this we will have to find new instj.tutional answers

to the need fr:r greater participation, representation and eoordination, as

well as for qreater accountability in dealing with these issues. l,.'lhile

governments are responsible to their parliaments, there is a need for trans-
national insti.tutions that can hold governments is some ways accountable for
their actions or failure to act on gIoba1, reqional or humar:,tarian issues.

The European Parliament may well be looked at as a useful protctype - althouqh

not necessarily the only kind of regiona} and eventually possi-bly functional
parliaments of some kind, capable of passinq judqement on globaL, regional and

humanitarian issues, and the intergovernmental as well as ncngovernmental

policies designed to deal with them.

From these speeulative assertions it should be quite plear tia: there are no

readymade answers to the new needs in the governance of the ur,stable complex

systems that together constitute what we loosely call the gicbal community.

It is obvious that the human communi.ty. is at the beginning cf a new eta -- a

new learining phase -- in which innovation iind inu"ftiveness are at a premium,

not only in terms of polieies and institutions, but also in telrrs of the forms

of organisation itself. One suspeets that the most responsive and effective
organisations in a rapidly chanei-ng qlobal informationsociet;;, will no lonqer

be hierarchical in strueture, but decentralised and cc-archical, horizontal
rather than vertical, with networks with some stronq nodal points, and with a

multidirectional flow of information wj.thin the organisation, that will a11ow

for effective partieipation, dispersed autonomy and effective eoordination.
They would be equally sensitive to signals cominq from their chanqi,nq environ-
ment. In such a setting social learninq, creativity, initiative and self
orqanisation might wel-l be the important properties of such orqanisations.

r'
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Much will depend on individual and social inventiveness, as well as on what

might be ca1led the learning capaei.ty of societies, their component elements,
n

and .t the international community. The learning experience we are just
begining to embark upon will not only encompass the development of new

organisational forms and concepts, but will also i-nclude an extention of
social anC moral sensibility, a willingness to assume responsibility for
problems:hat go beyond our conventional definition of the national i-nterest
towards en extended concept of the public good that include both the human

race around this globe, and its future qenerations.

To try to do this at a time when the complexity and intraetability of so

many g1obal problems has 1ed to reductioni,sm, unilateralism, intoleranee and

privati.srn, wilI continue to be the major challenge of our time. It may well
be the tes'. by which hi.story will measure each and all of us.

L


